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iMentor

Modernizing Laboratory Education
Developed around how adults learn, Sunquest iMentor
delivers access to role-specific training ideal for new
hires and targeted update-only courses for experienced
employees. With an emphasis on simulation, hands-on
modules give lab staff, and others, necessary experience
with the software, lowering error rates during on-the-job
training and accelerating the ability to contribute.

MODERNIZED LEARNING

UPGRADES AND BEYOND

• Simple, intuitive navigation

• Courses centered on upgrade-specific features
		 by product version

• Product-focused micro courses for onboarding
		 and re-training

• Continuously updated product curricula with
		 latest release content

• Realistic simulated workflows enhance training

• Ensured continuity of learning information across
		 all locations

• Easy to absorb, easy to repeat

RECORDS MANAGEMENT
• Tracks and records all self-paced and live Sunquest
		 product training
• Training records safely stored and easily accessible
• Autonomy to manage site users and 		
		 training records

www.sunquestinfo.com

TRAINING AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
• Virtual workshops bring administrator level
training to your schedule
• Web-based learning environment allows access
		 to materials, lectures, class forums and assistance,
wherever you are

(800) 748-0692

info@sunquestinfo.com

Sunquest
iMentor
SUNQUEST IMENTOR AND SUNQUEST UNIVERSITY
Sunquest University provides a variety of classroom
and web-based workshops that focus on complex roles and
applications. System managers, super users, management and
specialists can learn skills to effectively use and administer a
Sunquest solution. Improve laboratory quality and efficiency by
delivering just-in-time online training for your end-users and advanced
workshops for administrators.

MASTER SKILLS EFFICIENTLY

GET HANDS-ON PRACTICE

CHOOSE YOUR PATH

TRACK TRAINING

LEARN NEW FEATURES

TRAIN ADMINISTRATORS

Focus Resources On Lab Services, Not On Lab Training
• Spend less time creating training programs for new hires and 			

		 product upgrades
• Improve quality through continuous training
• Print job aids for at-the-bench practice

About Sunquest • The One delivering labs to new heights
Sunquest Information Systems Inc. provides diagnostic informatics solutions to laboratories worldwide. With our wide-ranging technical and
cross-discipline expertise, and equally deep business acumen, no one is better equipped than Sunquest to transform your lab to meet today’s
complex healthcare challenges and deliver next-level performance. Since 1979, Sunquest has helped laboratories and healthcare
organizations enhance efficiency, improve patient care, and optimize financial results. Our capabilities include multi-site,
multi-disciplinary support for complex anatomic, molecular and genetic testing, and support engagement
with physicians and patients outside the hospitals at the point-of-care. Headquartered in
Tucson, AZ with offices in Boston, Calabasas, London, Dubai, Bangalore
and Brisbane, Sunquest is a global leader in healthcare
information technology.
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